IMPURITY REFERENCE STANDARDS MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

VEEPRHO IS GMP & ISO CERTIFIED SUPPLIER OF HIGH-QUALITY MATERIAL & DOCUMENTATION INCLUDING

RRT, RF, PURITY, POTENCY AND OTHER CHARACTERIZATION DATA - 1H NMR, MASS, IR, TGA & HPLC.

SERVICES
- Impurity Isolation and Purification
- Certified Impurity Standards
- Custom Synthesis of Impurity mg to g
- Unknown Impurity Structure Elucidation
- More Than 5000 Certified Impurity In Stock
- Cost Effective Scientific Solution
CUSTOM SYNTHESIS

We offer a broad range of custom synthesis of fine chemicals, building blocks, derivatives of lead compounds and intermediates that covers different chemistries on the mg to kg scale.

We offer custom specific products through arrangements protected by confidentiality agreements.

The chemistry activities at Veeprho are directed by M.Sc. and Ph.D. level Organic & Medicinal Chemists with combined 50 years of experience in pharma and chemical industries. Our team has experience to handle projects of any complexity and has a reputation equaling the best in pharma industry. Our scientists use their expertise and the latest techniques to synthesise organic molecules.

VEEPRHO’S CONSULTANCY (APIs)

APIs (DMF, Grade) We are giving 100% Consultancy to our client (End User) & APIs Manufacturer:

To help APIs Manufacturer to understand Clients expectation

Clients Expectation about DMF APIs Manufacturer

SUPPORT TO CLIENT FROM VEEPRHO

- GMP Audit of APIs Manufacturer
- To Make sure Quality
- Make sure Compliances at site
- Timely delivery
- Analysis of pre-shipment sample in our Lab
- Make sure quality documentation
- Timely DMF update
- To Update Specification
- Scientific & Commercial Support
www.veeprho.com

EUROPE OFFICE
VEEPrho PHARMACEUTICALS s.r.o
Prumyslová-7, 1306/7, 102 00, Praha 15-Hostivař, Czech Republic, EU
Ph.: +42 773 033 980 | +420 773 033 992, Email id: andrej@veeprho.com

INDIA OFFICE
VEEPrho LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor, Khandge Empire, Fun-square, Talegaon Dabhade, Pune-410506,
Maharashtra, India, Ph: +91-8975512417 | +91-7447764671
Email Id: research@veeprholabs.com

USA OFFICE
VEEPrho RESEARCH INC.
46 McGuire street, Metuchen NJ 08840 USA
Ph.: +1-732-331-6086, Email id: research1-us@veeprho.com

UK OFFICE
VEEPrho LIFE SCIENCES
7 Eynsford Terrace, Roayal Lane, West Drayton, Middlesex UB78QN,
Ph.: +42 773 033 980 | +420 773 033 992
Email Id: research1-uk@veeprho.com